Inaugural Bull Sale

TUESDAY 9TH AUGUST 2022
ON-PROPERTY & ONLINE
“CAMILAROI WEST”, CONDAMINE QLD
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ANGUS &
BRANGUS BULLS

Welcome
We invite you to join us for our very first on-property
bull sale on Tuesday 9th August at “Camilaroi West”,
Condamine. It is with excitement and gratitude we
reach this milestone, and we are looking forward to
offering 61 Angus and Brangus bulls on sale day.
For the past 17 years we have been heavily involved with
the Sandon Glenoch Angus sale, and while we are very
appreciative of this opportunity, the logistics and
management of our bulls pre-sale and post-sale was going
to become more cumbersome with the increased numbers
of our own JK bulls. So we have ‘bitten the bullet’, prepared
a site, and we have been building what will hopefully be a
facility to easily select and purchase the bulls on offer.
The sale venue will be at “Camilaroi West”, located about
4km north of Condamine on Henry’s Road. We purchased
this property at the beginning of 2019, and at the time it
was 90% farmed with very minimal livestock infrastructure. We are still farming around 60% with fodder crops,
and have improved the remaining land with a diversity of
grasses and legumes. We started structural improvements
this year, and while we are grateful for the rain, the
prolonged wet weather has posed its challenges with laying
poly, fencing, and building the yards, roads and shed.
On offer on sale day will be 42 Angus and 19 Brangus bulls,
including 10 yearling bulls (five Angus and five Brangus).
Within the Angus bulls, a feature for this year’s sale will be
14 sons of Sugarloaf Harvestor N174. We purchased him
in 2019 for $44,000 and he was the 10th highest selling
Angus bull in Australia that year. N174 is a little different
type to most Angus sires, offering a huge amount of length,
genuine muscle expression, and therefore weight. Combined
with this, he is very quiet and good footed, and has real sire
appeal. Harvestor also offers some outcross genetics for
our herd. His sire sold for US$275,000 at the SAV sale.
Glenoch Kallangur K112 again features, with 13 sons and
four grandsons. We purchased K112 in 2016, and he has
been such a great sire for us who consistently improves on
every cow we put him over. His best attribute is his muscle
expression with softness, and it is so evident when nutrition
starts to wane in the paddock and his progeny keep their
weight and shape. He’s quiet and very good footed, and has
proved himself as a sire in the paddock. There are many
Angus sires that can’t match him for growth, days to
calving, scrotal, carcase weight, EMA, fat and marbling.
Also a feature in the Angus are the seven sons by Karoo
Docklands N107, who was the top priced bull we
purchased at the 2019 Karoo Angus Bull Sale. N107 is
a proven calving ease sire, very slick coated, good footed,
with a balanced blend of traits elsewhere.
We are very excited with our Brangus program and
the fundamentals in general for Brangus in Australia.
By combining the environmental adaptability traits of
just enough Brahman content and all the desirable traits
Angus are so well known for, there really is a great future
for the breed.
Admittedly, meeting the JK Brangus criteria is easier said
than done, and after nearly 20 years trialling, culling and
retaining, we are really happy with the depth within our
Brangus herd that is taking shape. Stacking those great
functional and fertile cows within pedigrees, performance
recording and breeding to a type we feel the market desires.

We are very proud to offer you these 19 Brangus bulls,
some you would describe as more of an Ultrablack, but we
just call them all Brangus. A feature sire is Bimbadeen Picus
P108, with 13 sons. He has crossed so well over F707 and
Lamont daughters, adding softness without losing the
muscle expression. He is a very balanced bull, very good
footed and very quiet. He’s a goer in the paddock and
doesn’t mind trying to find a few more cows.
Nindooinbah F707 has one son and nine grandsons and
this will be the last opportunity to buy a direct son – he is
a cracker and epitomises all the great traits F707 has
contributed. F707 is breed-leading for eye muscle area,
fast growth, and diligently worked in the paddock until
he was nine years old.
Triple B Lamont L594 has two sons and three grandsons, and
is a bull that has always held his condition – if environmental
adaptability had an EBV, he would be a trait leader. He is a
proven calving ease sire, quiet and very good footed.
We are offering 10 yearling bulls, and with the exception
of one Brangus, all of the yearlings are suited for maiden
heifer joinings. For some time we have been privately
selling yearlings from September/October onwards, and
increasingly it has been difficult to work out who gets first
pick. So we have decided to put our pick of the yearlings
(suited for maiden heifers) in this sale.
We have been using yearlings over heifers and cows for as
long as we can remember, and ideally we like to have them
at least 500kg before putting them to work, particularly for
cows. The advantages of buying yearlings include that they
integrate more easily with older bulls during off season,
there is less weight for a cycling heifer to hold up, and they
slowly grow to the environment they are in. They do need
to be regularly checked when out with females, and we
recommend you don’t put them out with as many females
as what you would with an older bull. Ideally it would be
best if they are first joined to heifers on a good quality
nutrition. However, other people have had really good
results in quite extensive areas, in a join all year type
scenario, and also in with the older bulls.
With any new bulls purchased of any age, we recommend
drawing on what has worked for you in the past, monitoring
the bull’s wellbeing, and deciding on a method that works
best for your environment and production system. In the
sale catalogue we will provide more information on taking
your new bull home.
Thank you so much for your time and consideration of our
bulls this year, and we look forward to the opportunity to
welcome you to our first sale. Please don’t hesitate to contact
us if you would like to organise an inspection of the bulls
prior to sale day, or have any questions we can help you with.

Justin & Kate Boshammer
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Introducing

SUGARLOAF HARVESTOR N174
TOP 12%: 200, 400 & 600 DWT, RBY, NFI-F
TOP 20%: CARCASE WT, EMA, SCROTAL
14 SONS

Angus Sires

GLENOCH KALLANGUR K112
TOP 8%: DTC, RUMP FAT, FOOT ANGLE

TOP 15%: CW, EMA

KAROO D62 DOCKLANDS N107
TOP 7%: SCROTAL, DTC, CLAW SET

GLENOCH HINMAN H221
TOP 2%: IMF

TOP 5%: CW

TOP 10%: FOOT ANGLE, NFI-F

TOP 30%: IMF, 200 & 400 DW, CLAW SET, $ABI

TOP 20%: IMF, RUMP FAT, GL, $ABI

TOP 30%: CED, BW, 200 & 600 DW, MILK, $ABI, $ABI-L

13 SONS & 4 GRANDSONS

7 SONS

1 SON & 5 GRANDSONS

Brangus Sires

BIMBADEEN Q PICUS P108 (P)

TRIPLE B LAMONT L594 (P)

NINDOOINBAH F707 (P)

TOP 5%: RBY TOP 10%: GL, BW TOP 15%: MILK
TOP 30%: CARCASE WT TOP 40%: EMA

TOP 1%: BW, RIB & RUMP FAT TOP 5%: EMA
TOP 25%: MILK TOP 30%: GL, RBY

TOP 1%: EMA TOP 5%: 600 DW, CARCASE WT, SCROTAL
TOP 10%: 200 & 400 DW, RBY TOP 35%: RIB & RUMP FAT

13 SONS

2 SONS & 3 GRANDSONS

1 SON & 9 GRANDSONS
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Behind the Brand
We have been breeding bulls and developing our
seedstock herd for over 15 years. During this time
we have strived for consistency and depth of quality
in our bulls, with a focus on fertility, performance,
adaptability and customer satisfaction.

Inaugural Bull Sale
TUESDAY 9TH AUGUST 2022, 1PM

ON-PROPERTY & ONLINE
“CAMILAROI WEST”, CONDAMINE QLD
INSPECTION FROM 10AM

We breed with a balanced approach across all traits,
and commercial relevance is at the heart of our
seedstock and commercial programs, comprised
of 650 breeding females.
As always, all bulls in the sale will be:
Registered with their relevant breed society
Breedplan performance recorded with genomics
DNA sire verified
Semen motility and morphology tested

51 Two Year Old Bulls: 37 Angus & 14 Brangus
10 Yearling Bulls: 5 Angus & 5 Brangus

Independently structurally assessed
Blooded for tick fever

Please feel free to contact us with any questions
or to inspect the bulls prior to the sale.
The catalogue, as well as photos and videos
of all sale bulls will be available online in July.

Tested free of pestivirus

Justin & Kate Boshammer, Condamine QLD

Online bidding is available, and comments and
photos and videos are provided for every bull.

Justin. 0427 655 128 jb@jkcattleco.com
Kate. 0418 528 432 kate@jkcattleco.com
To request a posted sale catalogue, you can
contact us directly or visit our website:

www.jkcattleco.com.au

Vaccinated for 7 in 1, 3 day and vibrio
Dam fertility data is provided on all bulls
(number of calves and average calving interval)

Sale Agents:

Ray White Rural Dalby
		
David Felsch: 0488 993 931
		david.felsch@raywhite.com

